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Abstract
Amagnetic field driven quantumcritical point (QCP) is studied experimentally in theCe3Al
magnetically anisotropic intermetallic compound, which shows both antiferromagnetic (AFM)
ordering and heavy–fermion behavior.Measurements of themagnetic susceptibility, themagnetore-
sistance and the specific heat on aCe3Almonocrystalline sample performed down to 0.35 K in
magneticfields up to 9 T demonstrate that theQCP is anisotropic regarding the orientation of the
magneticfield relative to themagnetically easy direction. Externalmagneticfield drives the AFM
transition continuously toward zero temperature when applied in the (a, b) easy plane, reaching the
QCP at the criticalfield =Bc

a b, 4.6±0.4 T, where a quantumphase transition from theAFM to the
paramagnetic state takes place. Themagnetoresistance experiments below 1 K indicate that
intermediatemagnetic statesmay have formed near theQCP. For the field applied along the chard
direction, theQCPhas not been observedwithin our experimental range of themagnetic field. The
anisotropic,magneticfield drivenQCP in theCe3Al results from competition of the exchange
interactionwith the Zeeman interaction in the presence of a largemagnetocrystalline anisotropy. The
anisotropy of theQCP is a consequence of the fact that themagnetic anisotropy locks the
magnetization into the easy plane and cannot be pulled out of the plane by the available laboratory
field. Consequently, only the component of themagneticfield vector that lies in the easy plane
participates in theQCP formation. InAFM systemswith a largemagnetic anisotropy, themagnetic
field drivenQCP is a continuous variable of themagnetic field vector orientation relative to the easy
direction.

1. Introduction

Aquantum critical point (QCP) is a point in the phase diagramof amaterial where a continuous phase transition
takes place at absolute zero temperature [1, 2]. Quantumphase transitions at =T 0 K are triggered by zero–
point quantum fluctuations associatedwithHeisenberg’s uncertainty principle, in contrast to conventional
(thermodynamic) phase transitions that occur at a nonzero temperature and are triggered by thermal
fluctuations. AQCP is typically achieved by a continuous suppression of a thermodynamic phase transition to
zero temperature by the application of amagnetic field, pressure or through doping. Quantumphase transitions
arise in quantummany–body systems because of competing interactions that foster different ground states. An
example are the exchange interaction among the localmoments that promotesmagnetic ordering and the
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Kondo exchange interaction between the localmoments and the conduction electrons that favors aKondo–
screened singlet (nonmagnetic) ground state [3]. Another example are exchange–coupled spins in a transverse
externalmagnetic field, where a continuous increase of the field can induce a quantumphase transition from a
magnetically ordered state to a paramagnetic state via tuning the degree of quantum tunneling between the ‘up’
and ‘down’ spin–polarized states (the transverse–field Isingmodel). Prototype systems to exploreQCPs are
heavy–fermion (HF)metals, themost prominent examples beingCe– andYb–containing compounds [4].

Inmagnetically anisotropic crystals, themagneticmoments tend to alignwith an easy axis, representing an
energetically favorable direction of themagnetization in the crystal lattice. For certain lattices like hexagonal, an
easy plane or an easy cone can also exist. In systems containing rare earth (RE) elements, the dominant source of
magnetic anisotropy of the RE ions in a crystalline environment is themagnetocrystalline anisotropy. This
anisotropy originates from the electrostatic interaction of the 4f electronic orbitals containingmagnetic
electronswith the electric field created by the rest of the crystal (the crystal field—CF). TheCF interaction
stabilizes a certain orbital, and by spin–orbit interaction themagneticmoment m is aligned in a particular
crystallographic direction. TheCF interaction is also able to reduce the size of themoments. The
magnetocrystalline anisotropymay be so large that externalmagnetic fields m=B H0

 
up to hundreds of tesla

are needed to overcome it by the Zeeman interaction m= - B .z ·

TheCF interaction is a single–ion

interaction, acting independently at each ionic site, and does not participate directly in the cooperative
phenomena related tomagnetic ordering.

A particular kind of a phase transition that can be driven to zero temperature by themagnetic field (leading
to aQCP) occurs in anisotropicNéel–type antiferromagnets (AFM)with two equal and oppositely directed
sublatticemagnetizations = -M M ,A B

 
where the exchange interaction competes with the Zeeman interaction.

For an uniaxial anisotropy, theAFM state with thefield H

perpendicular to the easy direction ismore stable

(energetically favorable) than the state with the field along the easy direction, owing to the fact that below the
Néel temperatureT ,N the perpendicular susceptibility ĉ is larger than the parallel susceptibility c . When the
field is applied along the easy direction, it tends to rotate the sublatticemagnetizations perpendicular to the easy
axis into a transverse, flopped configuration. According to themagnitude of the anisotropy energy, two cases
may be distinguished. For aweak anisotropy, the two antiparallel sublatticemagnetizations rotate suddenly at a
critical (spin–flop)field Hsf perpendicular to the easy direction, hence perpendicular to the appliedfield. This is
a spin–flop transition. Upon further increase of the field, >H H ,sf the two sublatticemagnetizations
continuously rotate into thefield direction to form a saturated paramagnetic state with the spins polarized along
the easy axis at H H .sf For a large anisotropy, the two sublattices remain polarized antiparallel along the easy
direction up to the criticalfield H ,sf where the antiparallel sublattice suddenly rotates parallel to H , again
forming the saturated paramagnetic state for >H H .sf This is a spin–flip transition. The spin–flop and spin–
flip transitions are bothmetamagnetic transitions, denoting a sudden increase of themagnetization upon a small
change in the externally applied field. Low–temperature antiferromagnets withweak intrasublattice interactions
usually undergo the spin–flip transition.

The spin–flop and spin–flip transitions are driven by themagnetic field as the control parameter and can
occur at any temperature belowTN down to zero temperature. During themagnetic field sweep, the energy of
the spin system is changing. Atfinite temperatures ( >T 0), the energy conservation of the entire system (spins
plus lattice) ismaintained by thermal fluctuations, so that the transitions are thermodynamic. At =T 0, there
are no thermal fluctuations anymore and the energy conservation ismaintained by quantum fluctuations, so
that the phase transitions become of a quantumnature, occurring at theQCP.

Inmulti–axially anisotropic AFMs, the situation ismore involved. An example are hexagonal AFMs, where
the hexagonal plane is either the easy plane (magnetically isotropic), or there exist six easy directions within the
hexagonal planewith a small in–plane anisotropy. In both cases there exists a large anisotropy to the hard
direction along the hexagonal axis perpendicular to the hexagonal plane. TheQCPbecomes anisotropic,
depending on the direction of themagnetic field relative to the crystallographic axes and its experimental
observation should necessarily be done onmonocrystals. Herewe report on the anisotropicQCP in the
monoclinic (but very close to hexagonal)Ce3Al compound that exhibits both the AFMordering below »TN

2.6 K and theHF behavior.

2.Material description

Ce3Al crystallizes at room temperature in a hexagonal structure (a–Ce3Al) [5, 6], whereas at about 100 K, there
is a structural transition to amonoclinic phase (g–Ce3Al), which is almost orthorhombic (themonoclinic angle
amounts to g =m 89.69°). Themonoclinic symmetry of the g phase results from shifts of atomswithin the
mirror planes from theirmore symmetric positions in the a phase, so that the g structure shows close similarity
to the parent hexagonal a structure. Structural details of the a and g phases, as well as their similarity are
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discussed in the appendix A. The structure of themonoclinic g phase can be viewed as consisting of slightly
tiltedCe–Al andCe–Ce chains that propagate along the a crystallographic direction and are alternately stacked
along b and c.

Magnetic ordering in theCe3Al has been investigated before on polycrystalline samples [6–12].
Magnetically, there are two types of Ce ions in the structure. TheCe ions in theCe–Al chains possessmagnetic
moments, which order AFMat »TN 2.6 K, with the spins aligned antiparallel along the a chain direction. In
contrast, there are nomoments on theCe–Ce chains at low temperatures due toKondo compensation [8]. The
crystalfield splits the =J 5/2 line of Ce3+ into three doublets, where the two excited CF doublets occur at
energies (in temperature units) »TCF1 75 K and »TCF2 130 K above the ground state doublet [9]. Crystalfield
strongly reduces the low–temperature saturatedmoment on theCe–Al chains to 1.24 mB per Ce ion [8] (where
mB is the Bohrmagneton), as compared to theCe3+ free–ion value of 2.5 m .B The electrical resistivity r is typical
of a Kondo–lattice system, by exhibiting aKondo resistanceminimumat the temperature »TK 20 K and a
maximumat theKondo lattice temperature »T* 3 K, belowwhich the resistivity strongly drops. The linear
specific heat coefficient amounts to g = 95mJ/mol–CeK2 [8], revealing that the effectivemass of the electrons
in theCe3Al is enhanced, but the electrons are not as heavy as in typical HF systems like CeAl3 andUPt3.

Our experiments were performed on aCe3Almonocrystal, grown by theCzochralski technique. Growth
details, samples’ description and structural characterization byXRD and electronmicroscopy are given in the
appendix B.

3. Results

Wehave driven the AFM transition continuously towards zero temperature by the externalmagnetic field,
monitored via themagnetic susceptibility, themagnetoresistance and the specific heat. Three sets of experiments
were performed, with themagnetic field directed along the a, b and c crystal directions of the low–temperature
monoclinic phase. In the followingwe label the anisotropic physical quantities with a superscript denoting the
direction of themagnetic field (e.g., themagnetization M ,a the susceptibility c ,a the resistivity ra and the
specific heat Ca for thefield along a). Further experimental details are given in the appendix B.

3.1.Magnetic susceptibility
Direct current (dc)magnetic susceptibilities c = M Ha b c a b c, , , , / in the temperature range 300–1.9 K in a
magnetic field =B 0.1 T are presented infigure 1(a), where a T1/ –increase upon cooling, typical of localized
moments, is evident. The positive, temperature–independent ‘foot’ originatesmainly from the Pauli spin
susceptibility, which is augmented due to the heavy effectivemass of the charge carriers. The susceptibility is
large and almost isotropic for thefield applied in the (a, b)monoclinic plane (c c»a b), whereas the
susceptibility for the field along c ismuch smaller, yielding the anisotropy c cc a b, at low temperatures. A
small discontinuous step is observed at the a g- structural phase transition, occurring at 98.5 K on cooling
and at 101 Kon heating. At =TN 2.6 K, the AFM transition takes place (ca b c, , exhibit amaximum).

TheAFMpeak in the susceptibility shifts to lower temperatures with the increasingmagnetic field, but the
shift is anisotropic, depending on the field direction. The shift was studied by varying thefield in small steps of
D =B 0.2 T from zero up to a 7–T field. Infigure 1(b), the ca b c, , are shown zoomed in the temperature range of
the AFM transition in threefields, =B 0.1, 3 and 5 T. For ca and c ,b the peak in a 3–T field hasmoved
significantly (and practically equally for bothfield directions) to a lower temperature, whereas in a 5–Tfield, the
peak is nomore observed down to the lowestmeasured temperature of 1.9 K. In contrast, the peak in cc almost
did not shift with the field (inset infigure 1(b)). By defining the anisotropic, field–dependentNéel temperatures
T BN

a b c, , ( ) (determined from the position of the highest point of the AFMpeak, see arrows infigure 1(b)), we show
this relation infigure 2(a). There is no significant anisotropy betweenT BN

a ( ) andT B ,N
b ( ) both decreasing

strongly with the field, but there exists large anisotropy toT B ,N
c ( ) which shifts with the field very little.

Themagnetization versus themagnetic field relation, M H ,a b c, , ( ) at =T 2 K is presented in the inset of
figure 1(a). The Ma b c, , all show a linear–like dependence on H , with the same anisotropy as the susceptibility,

< »M M M .c a b A slight increase of the slope can be noticed for the Ma and Mb (see the dashed guideline),
happening at thefield somewhere between 2 and 3 T. This is indicative of afield–induced phase transition from
theAFM to a spin–flopped state, where both states are characterized by a linear M H( ) relation, but the slope is
higher in the latter.

Based on the almost no in-plane anisotropy of the ca b, and M ,a b, the (a, b)monoclinic plane is close to the
easy plane of themagnetization (see the discussion in the appendix B).
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3.2.Magnetoresistance
The electrical resistivity and themagnetoresistancemeasurements were performed down to 0.35 K, with the
current directed always along the a crystal direction (the direction of theCe–Al chains). Since in a crystal of
symmetry lower than cubic the resistivity is a tensor, this has assured that the same component of the resistivity
tensor has always beenmeasured (r ,xx abbreviated in the following as r). The resistivity in amagneticfield up to
9 T applied along the a, b and c (i.e., r ,a rb and rc) is presented in the appendix C. There is a small anisotropy
between ra and r ,b both being significantly affected by thefield below theKondo resistanceminimumat »TK

23 K (ra and rb in the field are reduced, but theKondominimum is preserved up to 9 T). In contrast, the
resistivity rc ismuch less affected by the field. The influence ofmagnetic ordering in theCe–Al chains is best
observed in the anisotropicmagnetoresistance r r r r r- = DB 0 0 ,i i i i i[ ( ) ( )] ( )/ / ( =i a, b, c)which is shown
infigure 3 at temperatures between 3 and 0.35 K infields up to 9 T.Here it is important to stress that for the
r rD ,a a/ the current was parallel to themagnetic field, so that this is the longitudinalmagnetoresistance,

whereas for the r rD b b/ and r rD ,c c/ the current was perpendicular to the field, representing the transverse
magnetoresistance. The longitudinal and transversemagnetoresistances usually do not differmuch, typically up
to about 3%. Infigure 3, small anisotropy of themagnetoresistances r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ is observed for the
field applied in the (a, b) plane, but there exists large anisotropy to r rD c c/ for thefield along c. At >T TN (in
the paramagnetic phase), r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ are negative in the entire field range and approach linear
variation at larger fields. This is the expected variation for paramagnetic (and also ferromagnetic) systems,
originating from suppression offluctuations of the localized spins by themagnetic field [13, 14], leading to a
decrease of the resistivity. Below T ,N r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ are positive at lowmagnetic fields, increasing roughly
as B2 (parabolic fits of the 1.9-K curves are shown infigure C2 of the appendix C). At a ‘critical’field, both
magnetoresistances exhibit amaximumand then start to decrease for higher fields in the samemanner as in the
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic cases. The positions of themaxima r rD a a

max( )/ and r rD b b
max( )/ on thefield

axis (marked by vertical arrows infigures 3(a) and (b)) depend on the temperature and shift to higherfields at

Figure 1. (a)Magnetic susceptibilities ca b c, , in a field =B 0.1 T. The arrow at »T 100 Kmarks the a g- structural phase
transition, whereas the arrow at =TN 2.6 Kmarks theAFM transition. The M Ha b c, , ( ) relation at =T 2 K is presented in the inset.
Dashed line is a guide for the eye, demonstrating an increase of slope at a field somewhere between 2 and 3 T. (b) ca and cb in the
temperature range of the AFM transition in selectedfields =B 0.1, 3 and 5 T (for clarity of presentation, cb was shifted downwards by
0.07×10–6m3/molCe). The corresponding graph of cc is shown in the inset.
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lower temperatures. Themagnetoresistances r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ are both large, reaching themaximum
positive values r rD »a a

max( )/ 10%and r rD »b b
max( )/ 13%at =T 0.75 K. The relatively simple shape of the

magnetoresistance curves at temperatures above 1 K that show a transition froma B2 to a B– dependence after
passing amaximumbecomesmore complicated below 1 K, because some additional structure develops on both
sides of themaximum (clearly evident when comparing the 1.9-K and 0.35-K curves in the insets of figures 3(a)
and (b)). This structure is slightly different for r rD a a/ and r rD ,b b/ but themaximum remains well
pronounced.

The shapes of the r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ curves at temperatures >T 1 K (where the additional structure
around themaximum is still absent) can be explained by considering that themagnetic field induces a spin–flip
type transition from theAFM to a paramagnetic state. For thefield pointing along themagnetization direction of
the two oppositely polarized spin sublattices of the AFM structure, the fluctuations of spins on the sublattice
parallel to the field are suppressed in the sameway as in the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic cases, whereas the
fluctuations of spins on the antiparallel sublattice are increased (thefield tries to turn over these spins). The total
magnetoresistance in such a case is positive and increases as B2 at lowfields [14]. At the criticalfield, the spins of
the antiparallel sublattice rotate into the field direction and themagnetoresistance starts to decrease roughly as

B– with the increasing field. Themagnetoresistance thus exhibits amaximumat the criticalfield. The critical
field value at a given temperature can be used to construct the field–dependentNéel temperatureT B .N ( ) The

T BN
a ( ) andT BN

b ( ) values, obtained from themagnetoresistances r rD a a/ and r rD ,b b/ respectively, are also
plotted infigure 2(a), confirming that there is no pronounced anisotropy for the field along a or b at

Figure 2. (a)TheNéel temperatures T B ,N
a b c, , ( ) determined from themagnetic susceptibility, themagnetoresistance and the specific

heat (themethod is indicated in the legend). The origin of small discrepancy of the T BN
c ( ) data determined from cc and Cc is discussed

in the appendix B. (b)The T BN
a b, ( ) values determined from ca and cb compared to the qT BN ( ) values, obtained from themagnetic

susceptibility with themagnetic field tilted by q » 35° out of the (a, b) plane. The scaled data qqT cosN are also shown, overlapping
perfectly with the T BN

a b, ( ) data.
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temperatures above 1 K, »T B T B .N
a

N
b( ) ( ) Goodmatching to the values obtained from themagnetic

susceptibilities ca and cb is evident in the overlapping region.
At temperatures below 1 K, where the r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ curves show additional structure in the vicinity

of themaximum, theT BN
a ( ) andT BN

b ( ) values nomore coincide.While theT BN
a ( ) curve below 1 K shows

smooth continuation of the trend from the temperatures above 1 K, theT BN
b ( ) curve does not changewith the

field anymore and becomes infinitely steep. This additional structure suggests that themagnetic field–
temperature B T,( ) phase diagrambelow 1 K in the region close to the criticalmagnetic fieldmay involve
intermediatemagnetic phases between the simple collinear AFMand the paramagnetic phases, which depend on
thefield direction.Magnetic neutron scattering experiments within the critical region are needed to resolve this
question.

Themagnetoresistance r rD c c/ (figure 3(c)) is very small as compared to r rD a a/ and r rD .b b/ In the low–
field regime <B 2 T, r rD c c/ is practically zero at all investigated temperatures below 3 K. At higher fields, a
weakfield dependence develops (roughly as B ,2 see the inset infigure 3(c)), but no pronouncedmaximum can
be observed. The almost vanishingmagnetoresistance r rD c c/ can be explained by considering that the
magnetic field applied along cnowpoints perpendicular to the easy plane, hence perpendicular to the
magnetization direction of the two oppositely polarizedAFM spin sublattices. In the low–field region, this yields

Figure 3.The anisotropicmagnetoresistance (a) r rD ,a a/ (b) r rD b b/ and (c) r rD c c/ at temperatures between 3 and 0.35 K infields
up to 9 T. Vertical arrows in panels (a) and (b)mark themagnetoresistancemaxima for selected temperatures.
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zeromagnetoresistance [14]. The strong anisotropy of themagnetoresistance, r r r rD Dc c a b a b, ,/ /
originates from the fact that the direction of the AFMmagnetization in the crystal lattice is locked into the (a, b)
monoclinic plane by the dominant CF interaction. Externalmagnetic fieldwithin our accessible range up to 9 T
is unable to change the orientation of the sublatticemagnetizations relative to the c axis, but can easily rotate
themwithin the (a, b) easy plane.

3.3. Specific heat
Thefield–induced shift of the AFM transitionwasmonitored also via the specific heat. Inmagnetically
anisotropic crystals, themagnetic specific heat in amagnetic field also becomes anisotropic, because the
magnetic energy level scheme varies with thefield direction. Anisotropic specific heat in amagnetic field is not
unknown in literature and has been reported e.g. for theCeCu6Kondo–lattice system [15]. The anisotropic
(total) specific heat of Ce3Al in the temperature range from3 to 0.35 K inmagnetic fields 0–9 T is presented in
figure 4.

No pronounced anisotropywas found for the field along a and b ( »C Ca b), so that only Ca and Cc are
shown. For bothfield directions, a peak is observed atTN due to the AFMordering. The peak in Ca shifts
strongly with the field to lower temperatures and decreases in height (figure 4(a)). Atfields higher than about 5 T,
no pronouncedAFMpeak can be observed in Ca anymore (thefield has destroyed the AFM transition). For Cc

(figure 4(b)), the shift of the AFMpeakwith the field ismuchweaker and the peak remains to be observed up to
the highestfield of 9 T (the AFM transition is not destroyed by the field along c). This is the same type of
anisotropy as observed in themagnetic susceptibility.

The peak in the specific heat provides anothermeans to determine theT BN
a b c, , ( ) relation. TheTN values

determined from the specific heat were found systematically lower by 0.2 K as compared to the values
determined from themagnetic susceptibility peak (i.e., the peak of the zero–field specific heat occurs at =TN

2.4 K, whereas the low–field susceptibility peak occurs at »TN 2.6 K). The origin of this small discrepancy is
discussed in the appendix B. TheT BN

a b c, , ( ) values shifted up by 0.2 K are also plotted infigure 2(a), where good
matching to the values obtained from themagnetic susceptibility and themagnetoresistance is evident.

Figure 4.The anisotropic specific heat of Ce3Al in the temperature range from3 to 0.35 K inmagneticfields 0–9 T applied along (a)
the a direction (Ca) and (b) the c direction (Cc).
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4.Discussion

TheT BN
a ( ) andT BN

b ( ) data summarized infigure 2(a) demonstrate that the externalmagnetic field drives the
AFM transition continuously toward zero temperature for thefield applied in the (a, b) easy plane. The
magnetoresistance data offigure 3 indicate that at temperatures above 1 K, thefield–induced phase transition is
of a spin–flip type from theAFM to the paramagnetic state, thermodynamic in nature. This kind of a phase
transition is plausible, because Ce3Al is a low–temperature antiferromagnet withweak intrasublattice
interactions (as evidenced by the low = »T B 0N ( ) 2.6 K). Since the phase transition temperature can be
continuously driven toward zero, this suggests that at =T 0, themagnetic field can be used as a non–thermal
control parameter to induce a quantumphase transition, and the criticalfield value Bc where the AFM state is
destroyed represents theQCP. Extrapolating theT BN

a ( ) andT BN
b ( ) curves to =T 0, theQCPoccurs at =Bc

a

5.0 T for thefield along a and =Bc
b 4.2 T for thefield along b. For thefield applied along the perpendicular c

(hard) direction, theQCP could not be observedwithin our experimental range of themagnetic field. The
anisotropy of theQCP can be understood by considering that the two competing interactions are the indirect
exchange and the Zeeman interaction, which compete in the presence of amuch larger CF interaction that fixes
themoments m into the easy plane. A simple estimate of the criticalfield value Bc can be obtained by equalizing
themagnitudes of the exchange and the Zeeman interactions, where »E kex B/ 2.6 K (the zero–fieldNéel
temperature), whereas =EZ 1.24 m BB (taking themoment m value from [8]). The condition =E Eex Z is

fulfilled at =Bc 3.1 T, whichmatches qualitatively well to the experimental Bc
a and Bc

b values. A continuous
increase of themagnetic field from0 to 9 T thus tunes themagnitude of the Zeeman interaction from the
condition <E EZ ex to >E E ,Z ex passing through theQCP at the criticalfield. For themagnetic field tilted by
an angle q out of the a b,( ) easy plane, only the in–plane component of themagnetic field vector qB cos
participates in the Zeeman interaction, a consequence of the fact that themagnetic field is unable to pull the
magnetization out of the easy plane due to the large anisotropy to the c hard direction. For the field along c,
q p= 2/ and = 0,Z so that theQCPdoes not occurwithin the accessiblefield range (as one of the two
competing interactions ismissing), whereas for the in–planefield application (q = 0), theQCP occurs at the
lowest value of themagnetic field. For a general tilt of thefield out of the (a, b) plane, theQCP should occur at a
higherfield, which scales with the tilt angle q as q q=B B 0 cos .c c( ) ( )/ This consideration has been tested via
themagnetic susceptibility, by tilting themagnetic field for q » 35° out of the (a, b) plane and following the
field–induced shift of the AFMpeak in the upper temperature range of the AFMphase (down to 1.9 K). The raw
data labeled as qTN and the scaled data qqT cosN are presented infigure 2(b), where it is seen that the field
dependence of qT BN ( ) is considerably weaker than that ofT B ,N

a b, ( ) whereas the scaled data qqT cosN perfectly
overlapwith the .

The criticalfields Bc
a and B ,c

b determined by extrapolating themagnetoresistance data, are slightly different
(5.0 T versus 4.2 T), but the difference is relatively small. In view of the in–plane isotropy of all other reported
physical parameters (i.e., the (a, b) plane is very close to the easy plane) and uncertainties in the interpretation of
themagnetoresistance (recall that r rD a a/ is the longitudinalmagnetoresistance, whereas r rD b b/ is the
transversemagnetoresistance), it appears plausible that both in–plane crystallographic directions have the same
criticalfield for the transition to the intermediate and paramagnetic states. It is hence reasonable to assume a
single in–plane criticalfield =Bc

a b, 4.6±0.4 T.
The temperature range below 1 Kdeserves special attention. Second–order phase transitions aremarked by

the growth of randomfluctuations on ever–longer length scales, called ‘criticalfluctuations’. At the classical
critical points, the critical thermalfluctuations are limited to a narrow region around the phase transition. For a
quantumphase transition, on the other hand, the influence of quantumfluctuations is felt over awide range of
temperatures above theQCP, so that the effect of quantum criticality is felt to higher temperatures without ever
reaching absolute zero.Quantum criticalfluctuations dominate the physical properties of ametallicmaterial
also at nonzero temperatures and away from the criticalmagnetic field, within the quantum critical region. In
response to the quantum critical fluctuations, the properties of ametal depart qualitatively from the standard
Fermi–liquid behavior, to form ametallic state sometimes called a non–Fermi liquid or a ‘strangemetal’.
Quantumcritical fluctuations can also drive the formation of exoticmagnetic phases in the vicinity of the
QCP [16].

For theCe3Al, there is a twofold experimental evidence on the existence of a quantum critical region. The
first is the electrical resistivity (presented in the appendix C), where the zero–field resistivity shows aT 2

dependence, compatible with a Fermi liquid, in the low–temperature region between the lowestmeasured
temperature of 0.35 K up to »T 1.7 K (figure C1). Upon increasing themagnetic field applied in the a b,( )
monoclinic plane, the temperature interval, where the resistivity shows aT 2 dependence, becomes progressively
smaller (the upper limit of this interval shifts to lower temperatures), whereas for the field >B 4 T, noT 2

dependence is observed anymore (inset infigureC1(b)). This can be understood by considering that the
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magnetic fieldwithin the quantum critical region above theQCPhas destroyed the Fermi-liquid state. For the
field applied along the chard direction, the resistivity continues to show aT 2 dependence up to the highest field
of 9 T (inset infigure C1(c)), which is consistent with the fact that noQCP is formed for the field in the c
direction and the Fermi–liquid state is consequently not destroyed. The second evidence on the quantum critical
region comes from themagnetoresistance (figure 3), where below about 1 K, themagnetoresistances r rD a a/

and r rD b b/ no longer show the relatively simple shape of a B2 dependence at lowfields that turns to a B–
dependence at highfields after passing amaximumat the spin–flip transition from theAFM to the paramagnetic
state. The additional structure that develops on both sides of themagnetoresistancemaxima (insets in
figures 3(a) and (b)) suggests that novelmagnetic phases could have formedwithin the quantum critical region.
This effect is absent for the r rD ,c c/ which is again consistent with the fact that noQCP is formed for the field in
the c direction up to the highest available field of 9 T.

TheCe3Almagnetic phase diagram and theT BN
a b c, , ( ) curves presented infigure 2(a) could bemodeled in

principle by taking into account that the AFMordering of theCemoments takes place on theCe–Al chains,
whereas theCemoments of the Ce–Ce chains do not order because they are strongly reduced by theKondo
effect. Disregarding theCe–Ce chains, the appropriate spinHamiltonian for aCe–Al chainwould be a spin 5/2
Heisenberg antiferromagnet with exchange anisotropy of anXXZ–type and a quadratic single–ionCF
anisotropy D S ,z

2( ) in the presence of amagnetic field. Thismodel has beenwidely investigated for spins 1/2 and
1 in two and three dimensions on square and cubic lattices [17, 18]. For a spin 5/2, numerical calculations
appear to be unfeasible due to the size of the respectiveHilbert space.

5. Conclusions

The anisotropic,magnetic field drivenQCP in theCe3Al results from competition of the exchange interaction
with the Zeeman interaction in the presence of a largemagnetocrystalline anisotropy. Externalmagnetic field
appliedwithin the easy plane drives theAFM transition continuously toward zero temperature, leading to a
quantumphase transition from theAFM to the paramagnetic state at =T 0. The electrical resistivity and
magnetoresistance experiments below 1 K indicate that intermediatemagnetic statesmay have formed near the
QCP. For thefield along the hard direction, the AFM transition does not shift with the field and theQCPhas not
been observedwithin our experimental range of themagnetic field (up to 9 T). The largemagnetocrystalline
anisotropy locks themagnetization into the easy plane, which cannot be pulled out of the plane by the available
laboratoryfield. Only the component of themagnetic field vector that lies in the plane participates in the Zeeman
interaction, so that tilting thefield out of the easy plane effectively tunes themagnitude of this interaction. In the
AFM systemswith a largemagnetic anisotropy, themagnetic field drivenQCP is generally anisotropic. The
criticalmagnetic field qBc ( ) of theQCP is a continuous variable of themagnetic field vector orientation q
relative to the easy direction. As a technical remark, the observation of the anisotropicQCP inmagnetically
anisotropic systems should necessarily be performed onmonocrystalline samples, with themagnetic field
applied alongwell defined crystal directions.

AppendixA. Ce3Al structural details

The room–temperature structure of Ce3Al is hexagonal (a–Ce3Al), space group P63/mmc (No. 194), with unit
cell parameters a=7.008 Å and c=5.422 Å [5]. There are two atomic sites in the unit cell, Ce (in 6 hWyckoff
position) andAl (2d). At about 100 K, there is a structural transition to amonoclinic phase (g–Ce3Al), space
groupP1121/m (No. 11), with a=6.824 Å, b=12.458 Å, c=5.366 Å, and g =m 89.69° (values at =T 15 K).
There are two inequivalent Al sites, both in 2eWyckoff position, and six inequivalent Ce sites, all in 2e, in the
monoclinic unit cell. In both the hexagonal and themonoclinic structures, each atom lies on amirror plane
normal to the z–axis and has 12–fold coordination. Six neighbors are in the same plane, and three neighbors
each are in the upper and lower planes.

Themonoclinic structure is very close to orthorhombic, as themonoclinic angle g a b,m  is very close to

90o and ~ -b a3 2 .orth hex
1 2( )/ / Themonoclinic symmetry of the g phase results from large shifts of atomswithin

themirror planes from theirmore symmetric positions in the parent hexagonal a phase [6]. Close similarity of
the a and g structures is evident from comparison of projections of the two crystal structures along the z–axis
(figures A1(a) and (b)), where for the a phase, both the hexagonal and the orthohexagonal unit cells are drawn.
The lattice constants of themonoclinic cell nearly equal those of the orthohexagonal cell of the hexagonal phase.
Infigure A1(c), themonoclinic and the orthohexagonal cells are drawn superimposed on each other with the
atomic shifts (fromhexagonal tomonoclinic)marked by arrows. The structure of the g phase can be viewed as
consisting of slightly tilted (zig–zag)Ce–Al andCe–Ce chains (henceCe3Al) along the a direction, alternately
stacked along both the b and the c directions (figure A1(d)). There are two types of theCe–Ce chains, one
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composed of Ce(2) andCe(5) and the other of Ce(4) andCe(6). There exist also two different Ce–Al chains, one
composed of Ce(3) andAl(1) and the other of Ce(1) andAl(2). On each of the chains, there are two alternating
distances between the nearest neighbors, one ‘short’ and one ‘long’ (Ce(2)–Ce(5): 3.258 and 3.615 Å; Ce(4)–Ce
(6): 3.291 and 3.536 Å;Ce(3)–Al(1): 3.143 and 3.747 Å; Ce(1)–Al(2): 3.135 and 3.736 Å). The distances are also
indicated in the graph.

Appendix B.Material andmethods

TheCe3Almonocrystal was grown by theCzochralski technique, using theOxypuller 05–03 apparatus,
produced byCyberstar S.A. (Echirolles, France). Themelt was prepared from a prealloyedCe3Al ingot of 8 g
mass, containedwithin anAl2O3 crucible. The atmosphere in the furnace wasflowing argon at ambient
pressure. ACe3Al crystal from former experiments was used as the seed, without any predetermined orientation.
The pulling rate was set at 1.5 mm h−1. Thefinal crystal had amass of 3.9 g and exhibited two grains along the
cross section. Each grainwas crystallographically oriented uniformly over the entire length of 20 mm,which
implied that the boundary between the grains was located approximately in themiddle of the crystal. The two
grains were separated by cuttingwith awire saw.

TheXRDpattern of a Ce3Almonocrystalline sample at room temperature is shown infigure B1. All peaks
could be indexed to a hexagonal close packed (hcp) structure (space group P63/mmc)with the lattice parameters
a=7.03 Å and c=5.29 Å, in agreementwith the literature data [5].Miller indices hkl arewritten on the
diffraction peaks. Large intensity of the k0 0 reflections and the absence ofmost reflectionswith nonzero l
support themonocrystalline nature of the sample. Good crystallinity is evident also from the selected area
electron diffraction (SAED)pattern shown in the inset offigure B1.

Magneticmeasurements were conducted in part using aQuantumDesignMPMSXL–5 SQUID
magnetometer equippedwith a 5 Tmagnet and in part using aQuantumDesignMPMS3 SQUIDmagnetometer
equippedwith a 7 Tmagnet, both operating down to 1.9 K temperature. The electrical resistivity, the
magnetoresistance and the specific heat weremeasuredwith aQuantumDesign Physical PropertyMeasurement
System (PPMS9 T), equippedwith a 9 Tmagnet and a 3He cryostat, operating down to 0.35 K temperature.

For themagnetic susceptibilitymeasurements, three needle–shaped samples of 4×0.5×0.5mm3

dimensionswere cut from the parentmonocrystal with their long axes oriented parallel to the a, b and c
directions of the low–temperaturemonoclinic phase. The electrical resistivity and themagnetoresistance

Figure A1. (a)Projection of the a-Ce3Al hexagonal structure along the z–axis, where both the hexagonal and the orthohexagonal
unit cells are drawn. (b)Aprojection of the g-Ce3Almonoclinic structure along the z–axis. (c)Themonoclinic (dashed frame) and
the orthohexagonal (solid frame) cells superimposed on each otherwith the atomic shifts from the hexagonal to themonoclinic
structuremarked by arrows (atomic positions in themonoclinic unit cell are encircled black). (d)The structure of the g phase can be
viewed as consisting of slightly tiltedCe–Al andCe–Ce chains along the a direction, alternately stacked along both the b and c
directions.
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experiments were conducted on a rectangular bar–shaped sample of 4×1×1 mm3dimensions with its long
axis parallel to a. The specific heat wasmeasured on a cube–shaped sample of 1mmedge length.

In ourmeasurements of the physical properties of a Ce3Almonocrystal in amagnetic field applied along the
a, b and c crystallographic directions, we consistently found that the properties were close to isotropic for the
field applied in the (a, b)monoclinic plane, whereas therewas a large anisotropy to the properties for the field
along c. This kind of anisotropy is similar to that found in hexagonal lattices [19], where at high temperatures,
the basal plane is the easy plane ofmagnetization (magnetically isotropic). The orientation of themoments is
determined by the product of the 4 f charge–density electric quadrupolemoment and the electric field gradient
at the RE site, which for theCe3+ ionswith oblate (flattened) charge density in a hexagonalfield directs the
moments into the basal plane. At low temperatures, the basal planemay becomemagnetically anisotropic with
six equivalent easy directions at a 60o azimuthal angle to each other and themomentsmay also be somewhat
pulled out of the basal plane. There, however, still exists large anisotropy to the perpendicular hexagonal
direction. For theCe3Al, the reason for the hexagonal–like anisotropy in the low–temperaturemonoclinic phase
is the structural similarity of this phase to the parent hexagonal phase, as described in the appendix A. The small
anisotropy of the properties observed experimentally also in the (a, b) plane is considered to originate
predominantly from themonoclinic distortion of the hexagonal symmetry, but such anisotropy is at low
temperatures also inherent to the hexagonal phase. The experimental error due to small deviation of the applied
field direction from the crystallographic axes (especially the tilt out of themonoclinic plane) could add to the
effective anisotropy as well. Different tilts of thefield away from the c axis are believed to be themain reason for
the small difference between theT BN

c ( ) data points (figure 2(a)) determined from themagnetic susceptibility cc

and the specific heat C .c

The small discrepancy that theTN values determined from the specific heat are systematically lower by 0.2 K
as compared to the values determined from themagnetic susceptibility peak are very likely a consequence of the
criterion for theTN determination from c.Weused the temperature of the cmaximumasT ,N whereas another
commondefinition ofTN is the temperature of the cd dT/ slopemaximum that would yield a slightly lower
value.

AppendixC. Anisotropic electrical resistivity in amagneticfield

To study the anisotropy of the electrical resistivity in amagnetic field, three sets of experiments were conducted,
with the electric current always directed along the a direction (the direction of theCe–Ce andCe–Al atomic
chains), whereas themagneticfieldwas applied along the a, b and c directions. The anisotropic resistivity is
labeled by a superscript denoting the direction of themagnetic field, r ,a r ,b and r .c Themeasurements were
performed in the temperature range between 300 and 0.35 K inmagnetic fields between 0 and 9 T in steps of
D =B 1 T.

The resistivities ra b c, , between 60 and 0.35 K are shown infigure C1. Their temperature dependence is
typical of a Kondo–lattice system, by exhibiting aKondo resistanceminimumat »TK 23 K and amaximumat
the lattice Kondo temperature »T* 3 K, followed by a rapid decrease upon T 0.Themagnetic field

Figure B1.TheXRDpattern of theCe3Almonocrystalline sample at room temperature (CuKα1 radiation, l = 1.54056 Å). The inset
shows SAEDpattern taken in the [110] zone axis (ZA). Probe size for the electron diffractionwas 7 nm.
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influences the resistivity belowTK in an anisotropicmanner.While ra and rb are both significantly and almost
equally affected by thefield (r r»a b), the effect on rc ismuchweaker. The resistivity ra in the entire
investigated temperature range (300–0.35 K) in twomagnetic fields of 0 and 9 T is shown in the inset of
figureC1(a). A sharp, discontinuous jump is observed at the a g- structural phase transition (at »T 100 K).
The electrical resistivity of Ce3Al was investigated before on polycrystalline samples by various authors [7, 9–12].
Polycrystals showqualitatively similar features in the temperature–dependent resistivity (a jump at the a g-
transition, aminimumatT ,K amaximumatT* and a strong drop below), but there exists some scatter of the
temperature of the a g- transition and of theTK andT* values between different samples. The resistivity
values of polycrystalline samples also vary considerably. A pronounced difference between the polycrystals and
ourmonocrystal is the resistivity step at the a g- transition, which is truly discontinuous in themonocrystal,
whereas it ismore rounded (continuous–like) in polycrystals.

The resistivity of a Kondo–lattice system typically exhibits a r µ - Tln behavior betweenTK andT ,*
corresponding to the regime of a single–impurity Kondo effect. For theCe3Al, such behaviorwas confirmed
before on a polycrystalline sample [7] and since our results are in complete agreement, we do not repeat the
analysis here. Below the lattice Kondo temperatureT ,* the resistivity strongly drops, because scattering of the

FigureC1. Electrical resistivity of theCe3Al in the temperature range between 60 and 0.35 K inmagnetic fields 0–9 T for the current
along the a direction and thefield applied (a) along a direction (ra), (b) along b direction (rb) and (c) along c direction (rc). The inset
in panel (a) shows the resistivity ra in the entire investigated temperature range (300–0.35 K) in twomagneticfields of 0 and 9 T. In
the insets of panels (b) and (c), the T 0 resistivities rb and rc are plotted on a T 2 scale, respectively. Dashed line is the fit of the
zero–field resistivity with the expression r r r= + T01 1

2 (with r =01 92μΩcmand r =1 6.8μΩcmK−2).
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electrons on rare–earth ions arranged on a periodic sublattice becomes coherent. The lattice part of the
resistivity becomes negligibly small and the scattering of the electrons by spin fluctuations from theKondo
ground state becomes dominant in the T 0 limit. Since the electronic term in the resistivity involves
electron–electron scattering, this leads to a r µ T 2 behavior, as expected from such amechanism. The
temperature dependence of the resistivities rb and rc in the T 0 limit is presented in the insets of
figures C1(b) and (c), respectively, where the resistivity is plotted on aT 2 scale for 0.35 K<T <2 K inmagnetic
fields between 0 and 8 T. The zero–field resistivity shows aT 2 dependence up to »T 1.7 K (or up to »T 2 3K2),
where thefit with the expression r r r= + T01 1

2 is shownby a dashed line (the values of the fit parameters are
given in thefigure caption). Upon increasing themagnetic field, the temperature interval where rb shows aT 2

dependence becomes progressively smaller (the upper limit of this interval shifts to lower temperatures),
whereas forfields >B 4 T, noT 2 dependence can be claimed anymore (inset infigure C1(b)). For r ,c theT 2

dependence is affected by themagnetic fieldmuch less and persists up to the highest field (inset infigure C1(c)).
The electrical resistivity of the Ce3Al in themonoclinic phase is predominantly determined by theKondo

effect on theCe–Ce chains.Magnetic ordering on theCe–Al chains starts to affect the resistivity below theNéel
temperature =TN 2.6 K, which is best observed in themagnetoresistance, as discussed in themain paper.

The B2-dependence of themagnetoresistances r rD a a/ and r rD b b/ within the AFMphase in the low–field
range (roughly in the interval 0<B <1.5 T) is demonstrated infigure C2, where the 1.9-K curves were fitted
with a parabola, r rD = A B .i i

i
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